
For consulting case study tips, formulas and prompts: https://www.oxwib.com/case-studies

For informative consulting events, opportunities to network with consultants from the MBB and other
firms, and for further resources to help with consulting applications: http://www.oxwic.co.uk

"Management Consultancy" guide: https://www.careers.ox.ac.uk/management-consultancy#/
“Management Consultancy- Beyond the Obvious” guide: 

For tips on tackling consulting case study interviews: https://www.careers.ox.ac.uk/consulting-case-
study-interviews#/

For consulting events where you get to learn more about a specific firm from consultants working in
it and someones watch consultants go through case interviews: https://www.theoxfordguild.com
Commercial Awareness Fortnightly Masterclass with Gwyn Day: for anyone willing to improve their
commercial awareness/ business acumen since this proves very useful in the consulting job
application process.

  
 Oxford Women in Business (OxWIB)

    
Oxford Women in Consulting OxWIC

    
 The careers service 

      https://www.careers.ox.ac.uk/management-consultancy-beyond-the-obvious#/

    
The Oxford Guild

RESOURCES

Consulting project'stime frame: 1 week
Applications date: montly

Consulting project's time frame: 8 weeks during term
Applications: 0th week of each term

Consulting project's time frame: 6 weeks until 6th week of term
Applications:0th week every term

Consulting project's time frame: variable
Applications:0th week of each term

Careers Service The Oxford Strategy Challenge (TOSCA)

The organisations below are all student-run and are all amazing
opportunities to work with real life clients and truly get to
experience what being a consultant entails.

 The Oxford Strategy Group

Capitox consulting programme

180 degrees consulting(social impact consulting only: non-profits
and social enterprises)

H O W  T O  M A K E  T H E  M O S T  O U T  O F
O X F O R D  F O R  C O N S U L T I N G  

OPPORTUNITIES

Consulting is one of the most popular career paths for Oxford students and you probably have already realised this by the
number of times you’ve heard people talk about it (for any fresher reading this, I can confirm that yes, you‘ll indeed keep

coming across it throughout your whole Oxford experience!). On the bright side, this means that there are plenty of resources
to consult and opportunities to get involved in for an Oxford student interested in consulting.

 I have gathered below a list of some of these that I’ve personally found really helpful and would recommend :) 


